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Outline

• What high Brightness means ?

• Invasive and Non-invasive techniques 

– Space-charge dominated beams (low 
energy)

– Hadron Synchrotrons

– Electron Synchrotrons

– Electron LINACS (high energy)



What high Brightness means ?
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Definitions of Brightness

[A/(m-rad)2]

Beam intensity per unit 
source size and 

divergence 
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Definitions of Brightness

[A/(m-rad)2]

Beam intensity per unit 
source size and 

divergence 

Measuring large beam intensity and small beam emittances
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Measuring beam intensity

Rhodri Jones – CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

Beam Intensity Monitors

Rhodri Jones – CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

AC (Fast) Current Transformers

Beam

BB

VBCT

IBCT

Rhodri Jones – CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

Zero Flux DCCT Schematic

Beam

Compensation current  Ifeedback =  - Ibeam
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V = R Ibeam
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Measuring beam intensity

Rhodri Jones – CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

Beam Intensity Monitors

Rhodri Jones – CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

AC (Fast) Current Transformers

Beam

BB

VBCT

IBCT

Rhodri Jones – CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

Zero Flux DCCT Schematic

Beam

Compensation current  Ifeedback =  - Ibeam

Modulator

V = R Ibeam

Power supply

R

Synchronous

detector

Va - Vb

VbVa

Challenge in beam intensity

measuring low beam energy
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Measuring small beam size

• How small is small ?
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Measuring small beam size

• How small is small ?

Synchrotron Light Source
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Measuring small beam size

• How small is small ?

Adapded from S. Chattopadhyay, K. Yokoya, Proc. Nanobeam `02

e+-e- Collider
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Challenges for beam instrumentation

• What is the smallest beam size I can 
measure ?

• Will my device survive such a large beam 
density ?

– Single shot thermal limit for ‘best’ material (C, Be, SiC)

104 nC/mm2 - 6.25 1014 particles/mm2

– A limit that is surpassed in most LINACs (not 
even talking about rings)
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Some example of HB beams

• High intensity Proton LINACs

L4@CERN

ESS SNS
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Some example of HB beams

• Synchrotron Facility - 3rd generation light 
sources
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Some example of HB beams

• Energy frontier Linear Colliders

e+ injector, 
2.4 GeV

e- injector

2.4 GeV

CLIC   3 TeV

e+ main linace- main linac , 12 GHz, 100 MV/m, 21.06 km

BC2

BC1

e+ DR

360m
e- DR
360m

booster linac, 

9 GeV

decelerator, 26 sectors of 810 m

IP1

BDS
2.70 km

BDS

2.70 km

48.250 km

combiner rings      
Circumferences    

delay loop 90 m

CR1 180 m

CR2 540 m

TA
R=120m

245m

CR2

delay

loop

drive beam accelerator
2.4 GeV, 1.33 GHz 

397 klystrons
33 MW, 140 s

1 km

CR1

CR2

delay

loop

drive beam accelerator
2.4 GeV, 1.33 GHz 

397 klystrons
33 MW, 140 s

1 km

CR1

drive beam accelerator
2.4 GeV, 1.33 GHz

397 klystrons
33 MW, 140 s

1 km

ILC

CLIC
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Some example of HB beams

• Energy frontier Circular Colliders
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6D brightness

Short bunch length (femtosecond)

• Free-Electron Lasers

• Novel Accelerator technologies 

- Dielectric

- Plasma
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6D brightness

Short bunch length (femtosecond)

• Free-Electron Lasers

• Novel Accelerator technologies 

- Dielectric

- Plasma



Transverse Diagnostics
Space-charge dominated beam

high intensity low energy electron/hadron beams
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To measure the emittance for
a space charge dominated
beam the used technique is
the well known 1-D pepper-
pot

Space charge regime

The emittance can be 
reconstructed from the second 
momentum of the distribution

C. Lejeune and J. Aubert, Adv. Electron. Electron Phys. Suppl. A 13, 159 (1980)
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Phase space mapping

Measurements Simulations
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A. Cianchi et al., “High brightness electron beam emittance evolution measurements in an rf 

photoinjector”, Physical Review Special Topics Accelerator and Beams 11, 032801,2008

Phase space evolution
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A. Cianchi et al., “High brightness electron beam emittance evolution measurements in an rf 

photoinjector”, Physical Review Special Topics Accelerator and Beams 11, 032801,2008

Phase space evolution

Pepperpot, slit-grid scanner ,..

work very well but destructive methods
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Laser Emittance meter for H-

A non-invasive method for H- beams

using electron photo-detachment
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Laser Emittance meter for H-

Electron Laser-Stripping

T. Hofmann et al, “A low-power laserwire profile monitor for H- beams: Design and experimental 

results” Nucl. Inst. and Meth. in Phys. Res. Section A: 903, p. 140-146 (2018)

Stephen	Gibson	– Introduction	to	Optics	– CAS	Beam	Instrumentation,	6	June	2018	 1212Stephen	Gibson	– Application	of	Lasers	in	Beam	Instrumentation	– CAS	BI,	8	June	2018	

• Laser	neutralises	H0,	which	go	straight	to	
a	downstream	diamond	detector.

• Main	H- beam	deflected	by	spectrometer	
magnet.

H- laserwire:	transverse	emittance	scanner	concept

  3 

1.3. Laser system 66 

Since the laser system was described in detail in previous 67 

publications [4], [5] it will be summarised here. The general 68 

parameters of the chosen working point of the laser source are listed 69 

in Table 2. The low pulse energy in comparison to other laserwire 70 

systems makes it possible to deliver the laser light to the particle 71 

beam via a long optical fibre (10 m was already achieved during the 72 

experiments completed at 3 and 12 MeV and a longer fibre will be 73 

used for the final system). This greatly reduces the complexity of the 74 

overall laser light delivery system. 75 

 

 

 78 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The laser beam is kept at a fixed position and focused into the 86 

vacuum vessel with a diameter of approximately 150 µm. Due to the 87 

quasi-monomode beam quality (M
2
 = 1.8), the laser beam diameter 88 

remains almost constant when colliding with the millimetre-size 89 

particle beam. The vertical scanning of the laser beam is performed 90 

by a remote controlled stage. A CCD camera and a fast photodiode 91 

are used to monitor the laser beam quality. 92 

 93 

 94 

1.4. H0
 Detection system 95 

For the measurements at 12 MeV, the 20 mm x 20 mm polycrystalline diamond detector with 5 strip channels 96 

already exploited during the 3 MeV experiments [13] was used to detect the neutralized H
0 
atoms. Contrary to the 97 

3 MeV case, the 12 MeV H
0
 atoms fully traverse the 500 µm thick diamond substrate. This eliminates problems 98 

with piled up charge inside the diamond and greatly increases the signal level. A simulation of the ionization inside 99 

the diamond was performed using the software package SRIM [14]. It was found that one H
0
 loses 9.3 MeV when 100 

traversing the diamond. The charge collected by the detector can be calculated as: 101 

0

ionize
Diamond H

Gen

E
Q n e CCE

E
= × × ×   (1) 102 

where 0H
n   is the number of H

0
 hitting the diamond, Eionize the energy that one H

0
 loses in the diamond and EGen  the 103 

average energy to generate an electron-hole pair, which is 13.1 eV for diamond [15]. Depending on the diamond 104 

material quality the Charge Collection Efficiency (CCE) can vary significantly. For the detector used in the 105 

measurements a CCE between 10% and 20% was assumed [16]. Using this value, a simulation was executed to 106 

estimate the collected charge taking into account the power of the laser as presented in Table 2, the beam dynamics 107 

and the size of a detector strip channel (3.5 mm x 18 mm). A charge of up to 2 × 10
-9

 C was recorded by one laser 108 

pulse in one detector channel.  109 

Such a charge creates a voltage in the order of 1 V (across a 50 Ohm termination) for the duration of a laser 110 

pulse, and the signal can therefore be digitized without pre-amplification. 111 

Parameter Value 

Wavelength 1080 nm 

Pulse energy 154 µJ 

Pulse length (FWHM) 80 ns  

Pulse freq. 60 kHz 

M2 1.8 

Figure 2. Concept of the laserwire emittance 

measurement. A focused laser beam crosses the H- 

beam and detaches electrons from the ions. The 

resulting neutral H0 atoms drift unperturbed towards a 

detector while the H
-
 ions are deflected in a 

downstream bending magnet. By measuring the H0 

profiles in the detection plane, the angular distribution 

of the beam is gained. A scan of the laser through the 

H
-
 beam allows sampling the transverse phase space. 

[12] 

Table 2. Laser parameters 
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pipe, which is accessible to the laser via a ant i-reflexion
coated vacuum window. The output face of the fibre to-
gether with the focus opt ics are set on a small plate and
mounted on a stack of two automated translat ion stages
with 50 mm range and ⇠1 µm step resolut ion, one set
to scan the laser beam vert ically (scanning stage or Y-
stage) and a second one to allow longitudinal posit ioning
of the laser focus within the vacuum pipe (longitudinal
stage or X-stage). The focus opt ics consist of collimat ion
lens with 6.24 mm focal length, a remotely cont rollable
variable beam expander that has a range of magnificat ion
adjustable between 1x and 8x and a focusing lens with
focal length of 500 mm that focuses the laser radius to
⇠75 µm at the interact ion region, which is much smaller
than the part icle beam size to be scanned.

A secondary opt ical path is also installed within the
focusing box. It is setup in a way that when the Y-stage
is set at its lower posit ion, the laser beam is directed
towards an opt ical window that reflects a small port ion
of light into a CCD camera set on a translat ion stage
so that the laser spat ial characterist ics can be measured
on demand. The larger part of light that is t ransmit ted
through this opt ical window is detected by a photodiode
for peak power and pulse durat ion measurements.

D . D iam ond det ect or syst em

In sect ion I I C the requirements for a suitable
H0 detector were determined. After analysis of di↵ erent
types of detectors we choose a polycrystalline (pCVD)
diamond strip detector for the measurement campaign.
This kind of detector is able to measure even single
part icle events due to its internal gain of about 104

elect rons per penet rat ing H0 . The response t ime in
the sub-nanosecond range permits to resolve an arriv-
ing laserpulse (FWHM = 80 ns) with sufficient t ime
resolut ion. Finally, the radiat ion hardness of approx.
1015 pr oton/ cm2 comparing to 1014 pr oton/ cm2 for sil-
icon [20] is essent ial.
A photo of the detector is shown in Fig. 7. The
20 x 20mm, 500µm thick pCVD diamond disc is
mounted on a ceramicsprinted circuit board (PCB) while
the five 0.2µm thick aluminium elect rodes on the front
side of the detector are bonded to the circuit paths. On
the PCBs backside a bias voltage of 500V is applied to
readout the charge created in the diamond bulk. Capac-
itors (1µF) in parallel to the detector rapidly recharge
the diamond when elect rons are read out .
The PCB with the detector is fixed to a fork-shaped
support -framesituated insidea 4-way crosschamber. The
setup is mounted on a stepping motor which provides
vert ical movement in a range of 80mm with 150µm res-
olut ion.
The signals need to be pre-amplified direct ly after the
vacuum feed-through due to an unexpected low sensi-
t ivity of the detector. The e↵ ect causing this will be
discussed quant itat ively in chapter IV B. We were us-

ing AC-coupled linear amplifiers with 46dB gain and
100MHz bandwidth. Thereafter the signal from the dia-
mond channels were digit ized with a 1 GS/ s oscilloscope.

FIG. 7. pCVD diamond detector with 5 st rip elect rodes [21].

I V . SY ST EM CH A R A CT ER I SA T I O N A N D

M EA SU R EM EN T S

A . L aser char act er isat ion

As the laser beam is used as a probe to scan the par-
t icle beam, a full characterisat ion of its propert ies is re-
quired. To measure the spat ial characterist ics of the laser
beam we used a CCD camera which was set on a motor-
ized t ranslat ion stage in our lower level diagnost ic opt ical
path (see laser delivery system in Fig. 5). We moved the
camera in steps of 1 mm and recorded the beam spot size
variat ion along the longitudinal axis. Fig. 8 shows the
laser spot size at the focal plane of the focusing lens. The
horizontal and vert ical laser diametersext racted from the
images are plot ted along the direct ion of propagat ion in
Fig. 8. The two sets of data were fit ted with the laser
propagat ion formula for quasi-Gaussian beams,

W (z) = W0

s

1 + (z
λ M 2

⇡ W 2
0

)2 (4)

where W(z) is the laser spot radius (distance from the
center of the dist ribut ion to the posit ion where the in-
tensity drops by a factor e2), W0 is the minimum laser
waist , λ is the laser wavelength and M 2 is a factor which
describes the quality of the real beam compared to an
ideal TEM 00 Gaussian beam (for which M 2 = 1) [22].
For our applicat ion the results in the vert ical plane are
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Laser Emittance meter for H-

Laser MOPA Nd-YAG

Pulse Energy 0.1 mJ 50 mJ

Stripping 0.1 % > 99 %

tpulse 80 ns 5 ns
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Laser Emittance meter for H-

• Measurements at 3 and 12 MeV at 
Linac4/CERN



Transverse Diagnostics
in Hadron Ring

……higher beam energy
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Hadron ring - Wire Scanner

Rhodri Jones –CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

Limitation of Wire-Scanners
• Wire Breakage –why?

– Brittle or Plastic failure (error in motor control)

– Melting/Sublimation (main intensity limit)
• Due to energy deposition in wire by particle beam

• Temperature evolution depends on
– Heat capacity, which increases with temperature!

– Cooling (radiative, conductive, thermionic, sublimation)
• Negligible during measurements (Typical scan 1 ms & cooling time constant ~10-15 ms)

• Wire Choice
– Good mechanical properties, high heat capacity, high melting/sublimation point

– E.g. Carbon which sublimates at 3915K
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Hadron ring - Wire Scanner

Rhodri Jones –CERN Beam Instrumentation Group            Beam Instrumentation and Diagnostics - CAS 2019

Limitation of Wire-Scanners
• Wire Breakage –why?

– Brittle or Plastic failure (error in motor control)

– Melting/Sublimation (main intensity limit)
• Due to energy deposition in wire by particle beam

• Temperature evolution depends on
– Heat capacity, which increases with temperature!

– Cooling (radiative, conductive, thermionic, sublimation)
• Negligible during measurements (Typical scan 1 ms & cooling time constant ~10-15 ms)

• Wire Choice
– Good mechanical properties, high heat capacity, high melting/sublimation point

– E.g. Carbon which sublimates at 3915K

Or worse !
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Hadron ring – Beam Gas Ionization

Principle of Operation

• Magnet used to guide electrons towards the detector

• Ionization probability proportional to the gas pressure (typically 10-7-
10-10Torr) and almost constant for beam energy above 1GeV
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Hadron ring – Beam Gas Ionization

Raw data

Background 

subtracted

Example at CERN-SPS using 3E11 protons using 1ms 
integration time

Beam trajectory

z
 (

a
.u

.)

y (a.u.)
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Hadron ring – Beam Gas Ionization

Detection using innovative Pixel detector technology
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Hadron ring – Beam Gas Ionization

https://medipix.web.cern.ch/technology-chip/timepix3-chip

http://bgi-web.web.cern.ch/bgi-web/

Timepix3 chip

• CMOS : 256x256 pixels 

(55umx55um)

• Rad-hard read-out electronic system

• Operational on PS since 2017

Detection using innovative Pixel detector technology

https://medipix.web.cern.ch/technology-chip/timepix3-chip
http://bgi-web.web.cern.ch/bgi-web/
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Hadron ring – Beam Gas Ionization

• Example on Proton Synchrotron (PS) at CERN

S. Levasseur et al: Development of a rest gas ionisation profile monitor for the CERN Proton

Synchrotron on a Timepix3 pixel detector, Journal of Instrumentation 12 (2017) C02050
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Hadron ring – Beam Gas Ionization

• Example on Proton Synchrotron (PS) at CERN
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Hadron ring – Beam Gas Fluorescence

• An alternative to gas ionization is to use gas induced 
fluorescence

– Using Intensified camera because the light yield is typically low

– More information can be found here : 

P. Forck: Minimal invasive beam profile monitors for high intense hadron beams, 

Proceedings of the International Particle Accelerator Conference, Kyoto, Japan 

(2010) p. 1261
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Hadron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

‘Let There Be Light’

Nothing religious but a great tool for beam diagnostics
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Hadron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

‘Let There Be Light’
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• Power :

• Critical Frequency :

Hadron ring – Synchrotron Radiation




2
3 3 c

c 

Beam curvatureBeam energy

4

2

2

06

1





cq
P 

•  charged particle Lorentz-factor

•  the bending radius

LHC

Visible light
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Hadron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

Light is precious and serves many detectors - @LHC
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Hadron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

Light is precious and serves many detectors - @LHC

LHC BSRT layout

L1 L2Camera
Filters

BSRL

BSRA

LHC BSRT layout

L1 L2Camera
Filters

BSRL

BSRA

B1 B2

Core

Halo
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Hadron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

It also suffers from 
• Diffraction effects as the light is emitted in a narrow angular cone

• Depth of field effect as the source is extended over the length of the 
magnet

𝜎𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓 =
1.22𝜆

4𝜎𝑦
′ ≈ 0.43𝛾𝜆

𝜎𝐷𝑜𝐹 =
𝜎𝑦
′𝐿

2
≈ 0.36

𝐿

𝛾

For highly relativistic beams, resolution limit  
reaches quickly 100’s of microns for visible 
light !!



Transverse Diagnostics
in Electron Ring
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Electron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

From Light Sources to Colliders

Photon spectrum goes in the soft/hard x-ray to -ray regimes

Visible photons still available !

10 9

10 10

10 11

10 12

10 13

Flux [photons/s/mrad/0.1%BW]

10 1
10 2

10 3
10 4

10 5
10 6

10 7

Photon energy [eV]

20 GeV

50 GeV

100 GeV
LEP Dipole Flux
I = 1 m

A

Synchrotron radiation flux for different LEP energies

• Long magnets still an issue !

• More SR power - Need to cool extraction mirrors !

• Can image X-rays to overcome diffraction limits observed in 
visible range 
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Electron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

X-ray pinhole cameras

PINHOLE
A

𝒅𝒐 𝒅𝒊

Magnification 𝑀 =
Pinhole to image distance 𝑑𝑖
Object to pinhole distance 𝑑𝑜

OBJECT IMAGE
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Electron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

X-ray pinhole cameras

OBJECT IMAGE

Larger
PINHOLE 

A

Point Spread Function (Gaussian approx.) contribution to beam size measurement

𝝈𝑷𝒊𝒏𝒉𝒐𝒍𝒆
𝟐 = 𝝈𝑫𝒊𝒇𝒇𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒐𝒏

𝟐 + 𝝈𝑨𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒆
𝟐

𝜎𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
12

4𝜋

𝜆𝑑𝑖

𝐴
for wavelength 𝜆
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Electron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

X-ray pinhole cameras Camera

Lens

Mirror

Scintillator

Pinhole
SR Source

X-rays

Visible

photons

Stacked Tungsten blades 
separated by shims

Point Spread Function (Gaussian approx.) 

contribution to beam size measurement :

𝝈𝑷𝑺𝑭
𝟐 = 𝝈𝑷𝒊𝒏𝒉𝒐𝒍𝒆

𝟐 + 𝝈𝑪𝒂𝒎𝒆𝒓𝒂
𝟐 > 𝟎

where

𝜎𝑃𝑖𝑛ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒
2 = 𝜎𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

2 + 𝜎𝐴𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒
2

𝝈𝑪𝒂𝒎𝒆𝒓𝒂
𝟐 = 𝝈𝑺𝒄𝒓𝒆𝒆𝒏

𝟐 + 𝝈𝑳𝒆𝒏𝒔
𝟐 + 𝝈𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒐𝒓

𝟐

e-
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Electron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

C. Thomas et al., X-ray pinhole camera resolution and emittance 

measurement, Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 13, 022805 (2010)

X-ray pinhole cameras

Diffraction effects

from small pinholes

Blurring from larger 
apertures
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Electron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

X-ray pinhole cameras – additional limitations

• For sufficient source-to-screen magnification ( 𝑀1 = −
𝑑𝑖

𝑑𝑜
≥ 2):

 X-ray path length 𝑑𝑜 + 𝑑𝑖 ≥ 10m

• Challenging fabrication for pinholes : material hard to machine and 
suffers from oxidation
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Electron ring – Synchrotron Radiation

• Interferometric measurement as an alternative to direct 
imaging 

– To measure a size of object by measuring of spatial coherence of light 
(interferometry) was first proposed by H. Fizeau in 1868 !

– This method was realized by A.A. Michelson for the measurement of 
apparent diameter of star with his stellar interferometer in 1921.

– This principle is known as “ Van Cittert-Zernike theorem” 
F. Zernike The concept of degree of coherence and its application to optical problems, 

Physica, 5 (8) (1938), pp. 785-795

– Developed for Synchrotron radiation by T. Mitsuhashi during the last 20 
years 

– Read as well : Gianluca Geloni, Evgeni Saldin, Evgeni Schneidmiller, Mikhail Yurkov

Transverse coherence properties of X-ray beams in third-generation synchrotron radiation 
sources, Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res. Sect. A 588(April (3)) (2008), pp. 463-493
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Electron ring – SR interferometry

• Van Cittert-Zernike theorem :

With the condition of light is temporal incoherent (no phase 
correlation), the complex degree of spatial coherence (ux,uy) is 
given by the Fourier Transform of the spatial profile f(x,y) of the 
object (beam) at longer wavelengths such as visible light.

where ux, uy are spatial frequencies given by;

 )  )   uu-uu dxdyyx2iexp)y,x(f, yxyx
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Electron ring – SR interferometry

• Van Cittert-Zernike theorem :

Beam size is inversely 

proportional to the visibility of 

the interferogram Imin / Imax
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Electron ring – SR interferometry

• Interferometer and Interferogram:

e- - bunch

in bending magnet
SR

SR

Slits

Lens

Polarizer

Bandpass

filter

CCD

where a – half slit size, λ0 – wavelength of SR, D – distance between slits, R –

distance source– slits, γ – degree of spatial coherence. Getting the parameter γ

from the fit one can recalculate it to the beam size 
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Electron ring – SR interferometry

• Measurement of small beam size at ATF damping ring – KEK 
Japan: 

Interferograms obtained for different spacing between slits

Beam size  of 4um

Small spacing

High visibility

Large spacing

Low visibility
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Electron ring – SR interferometry

• Measurement of small beam size at ATF damping ring – KEK 
Japan: 

Interferograms obtained for different spacing between slits

Beam size  of 4um



Transverse Diagnostics
in Electron LINAC
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Electron Linac – Transition Radiation

As predicted in 1946 by Frank and Ginzburg, Transition
Radiation is a broadband electromagnetic field emitted
by a relativistic charged particle when it crosses
boundary between two mediums of different dielectric
constants.

Forward OTR

Beam
Screen

Backward OTR
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Electron Linac – Transition Radiation

Forward OTR

Beam
Screen

Backward OTR

Vertically polarized 

OTR photons

Horizontally polarized 

OTR photons• The OTR field is radially polarized.

• Approximation* of the electric field 

distribution for the OTR vertical 

polarization component induced by a 

single electron on the target surface (x,y).
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Electron Linac – Transition Radiation

The number of photons

is increasing with energy

The width of field distribution 

is wavelength dependent

Single particle OTR field distribution at the surface of the screen
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Electron Linac – Transition Radiation

Very small beam size measuring using the visibility of the OTR 
Point(Particle) Spread Function 

P. Karataev et al., PRL 107, 174801 (2011)
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Electron Linac – Transition Radiation

Sub-micron resolution ( = 0.7um) demonstrated at ATF2 
– KEK/Japan 

B. Bolzon et al, PRSATB 18 082803 (2015)
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Electron Linac – Transition Radiation

OTR, It ‘s all good but….
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits

w
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits

100um

Slit
w
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits

100um

Slit𝑤 ≤
𝛾𝜆

𝜋w
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits

Direct Image
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits

Offset

Direct Image
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits 2D Angular 

distribution

M. Castellano, Nucl. Instrum. Methods Phys. Res., Sect. A 394, 275 (1997)

The beam size and beam divergence can be extracted from the visibility 

Imin/Imax of the projected vertical component of the ODR angular distribution
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Non-invasive beam size measurements using 
Optical diffraction radiation from thin 
dielectric slits 2D Angular 

distribution
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• First Measurements at KEK (Linear collider study)

– Weak signal vs strong background, coming mainly from 
Synchrotron Radiation 

– Smallest beam size observed 14um

P. Karataev et al., “Beam-Size Measurement 

with Optical  Diffraction Radiation at KEK 

Accelerator Test Facility”,   Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 

244802 (2004)
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Optimisation on Target manufacturing and SR 
background suppression

KEK-ATF2 target 

after sand-blasting

OTR

56um

80um

105um

220um

Maximizing emission of 

DR with Al coating 

around the slit

A. Cianchi et al. PRSTAB 14, 102803 
(2011)

Adding a Mask in front of the slit

Minimizing reflection of 

SR by sand-blasting the 

rest of the target

R. Kieffer et al. NIMB 402 88 (2018)
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

• Small beam size of 3um measured using UV light at 
250nm

10

(a)

(b)

FIG. 15. (a) Vert ically polarised ODR from at 250 nm from

a 49.57 µm wide slit . (b) The orange line is the profile inte-
grated between the two red lines of Fig. 15a, the blue solid line

is obtained with analyt ical calculat ion following the model
presented in [17, 26].

t rated in Figure 15b, presents a larger value with respect
to the one at 400 nm.

As in the case of OTR measurements, automated
quadrupole scans were performed to record the ODR
pat terns as a funct ion of the current , i.e. the magnet ic
st rength, of quadrupole QM14FF. Considering the cross-
calibrat ion obtained with OTR explained in the previous
sect ion, the current of the magnet can be converted to
the expected beam size for a certain configurat ion of the
accelerator, allowing to plot the visibilit y as a funct ion of
the beam size. This is shown Fig. 16 for the 400 nm (red)
and 250 nm case (blue). It can be seen that the ODR
recorded at shorter wavelengths results in an improved
sensit ivity for small beam sizes, as the variat ion of visibil-
ity is more pronounced and reaches a saturat ion value for
smaller sizes. Solid lines plot ted over the two sets of data
are analyt ical calculat ion following the model presented
in [17, 26] show a good agreement in sensit ivit y for both
wavelengths of observat ion. The int rinsic limit around
is around 6µm for 400 nm, while in the UV at 250 nm
such a limit is decreased to about 3µm. This represent

FIG. 16. Visibilit y as a funct ion of the beam size through
OTR cross-calibrat ion at 400 nm (red points) and 250 nm

(blue points). Solid lines are analyt ical calculat ion following
the model presented in [17, 26].

a substant ial improvement of ODR resolut ion limit with
respect to previous published result of 14µm obtained
in the same accelerator although with a different inst ru-
ment [16]. As during the scan of QM14FF quadrupole
we are varying the vert ical beam size at the screen lo-
cat ion as the beam waist moves across the target , from
the data acquired it is possible to extract the vert ical
beam emit tance [1]. The data and the fit are presented
in Fig. 17 for visibile (400 nm - top) and UV (250 nm
- bot tom). The measured emit tance is 33 ± 13 pm and
32 ± 5 pm respect ively for 400 nm and 250 nm providing
a very good agreement with the emit tance measured with
OTR and simulated with SAD (33± 3 pm and 34± 3 pm
respect ively). The fact that visible data lead to a larger
error on the emit tance ( i.e. a worse fit shape) compared
to the UV measurements, is due to the saturat ion effect
at small beam sizes as can be seen in Fig. 17, where the
experimental points between a magnet ic st rength of -1.8
and -1.4 m− 1.

I V . CON CL U SI ON

In this paper wepresented non-invasive beam size mea-
surements based on ODR in the visible and UV wave-
length range, providing a clear experimental proof of the
long-standing hypothesis that resolut ion improves when
recording shorter wavelength, at the expense of a de-
crease in radiat ion intensity. Measurements were per-
formed in the extract ion line of ATF2 on a 1.3 GeV
elect ron beam with micron-size t ransverse beam size. A
new instrument was developed, with at its core a set
of micron-scale rectangular slits produced with a pro-
cess that allowed to fulfil l st ringent surface requirements
to minimize aberrat ions down to UV wavelengths and
to minimize reflect ion of SR when used in combinat ion
with a mask. We developed a procedure for minimizing
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 17. Square of the beam size measured with ODR for
visible (400 nm - top) and UV (250 nm - bot tom) as a funct ion

of the quadrupole’s magnet ic st rength to ret rieve the beam
emit tance. The parabolic fit is shown as a solid orange line.

stray light and other spurious contribut ion to achieve op-
t imal measurement condit ions. When recording ODR in
the UV at 250 nm, beam size sensit ivit y down to 3µm
has been demonstrated when cross-calibrated with re-
sults from OTR under the same beam condit ions. There-
fore the system was proven push down the limit of beam
size measured with ODR to a new record of 3µm much
smaller then the previous lower limit of this technique of
14µm present in literature [16]. We have defined pro-
cedures for st ray light minimizat ion and data analysis
that make this technique ready for its applicat ion, even
though more technical work needs to be performed in or-
der to st reamline and automat ize them as much as pos-
sible in a real operat ions scenario. We consider ODR
as a technique that possesses many interest ing features
being non-invasive, sensit ive to micron-size beams, rel-
at ively inexpensive. As we have shown in the present
work, ODR and TR detect ion can be easily combined in
a single inst rument , where the superior resolut ion of TR
can be used to relate ODR visibilit y to beam size. For a
potent ial ut ilizat ion in future large scale, low-emit tance
high current density linear accelerator the combined ap-
plicat ion of these techniques could be the ideal solut ion
for beam sizemonitoring: TR for precision measurements
during single bunch machine commissioning, ODR for
cont inuous monitoring with high charge bunch trains.
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

ODR, It ‘s good but….

• Looking for higher light yield !

• Getting rid of Synchrotron radiation background
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Electron Linac – Diffraction Radiation

Cherenkov diffraction 
radiation in longer dielectrics

ODR, It ‘s good but….

• Looking for higher light yield !

• Getting rid of Synchrotron radiation background
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Electron Linac – Cherenkov Diffraction 
Radiation

• Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation in dielectrics
Particle Field goes faster than light b > 1/n

Charged Particle

Cherenkov

Diffraction

Radiation

Charged Particle

cos qc( ) =
1

bn

The total number of photons proportional to the length of the Cherenkov radiator

n Index of refractionCherenkov Angle
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Electron Linac – Cherenkov Diffraction 
Radiation

• Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation in dielectrics

Simulations using Magic
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Electron Linac – Cherenkov Diffraction 
Radiation

• Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation first measurement in 
2017 using 5.3GeV positrons using direct imaging in 
visible range

Positron Beam

Charged Particle

Cherenkov

Diffraction

Radiation

R. Kieffer et al., “Direct Observation of Incoherent Cherenkov Diffraction Radiation in the Visible 

Range”, PRL 121 (2018) 054802
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Electron Linac – Cherenkov Diffraction 
Radiation

• Measuring beam size using ChDR

Large beam size 

at Cornell
Smaller beam 

size at ATF2
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Electron Linac – Cherenkov Diffraction 
Radiation

• Measuring beam size using ChDR

Large beam size 

at Cornell
Smaller beam 

size at ATF2
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Electron Linac – Laser Wire Scanner

e-
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Electron Linac – Laser Wire Scanner

e-

hnsc=2 0
2 hn0

bsc, sc)

hn0

b0 ,0)

q  1/0

Y/2

Thomson/Compton scattering

e- beam

High power laser

Scanning

system

0 = 6.65 10-24 cm2

• 10-7 smaller than Cross-section for stripping electron from H-

• Need for high power laser (>10MW)
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Electron Linac – Laser Wire Scanner

Stephen	Gibson	– Introduction	to	Optics	– CAS	Beam	Instrumentation,	6	June	2018	 4

Laser	beam	must	be	focused	to	a	size	compatible	with	the	particle	beam	profile

4Stephen	Gibson	– Application	of	Lasers	in	Beam	Instrumentation	– CAS	BI,	8	June	2018	

Gaussian	beam	optics

f

Beam	waist Rayleigh	length Beam	transverse	size	(1/e2)

• Electron	beam	laserwires:

– mm	level	electron	beam	sizes	
requires	mm	level	laserwire	focus	
–>	major	challenge!

• Hydrogen	ion	beam	laserwires:

– mm	level	particle	beam	size,	need	
<100	mm	laser	focus.

M2 is	measure	of	beam	quality	(M2 =	1	would	be	an	ideal	Gaussian)

• Key	parameters:
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Electron Linac – Laser Wire Scanner

• First tests at SLAC in 90’s

• Intense R&D for Linear collider studies

R. Alley et al, NIM A 379 (1996) 363 & P. Tenenbaum et al, SLAC-PUB-8057, 1999

H. Sakai et al., Physical Review ST AB 4 (2001) 022801 & ST AB 6 (2003) 092802

I. Agapov, G. A. Blair, M. Woodley, Physical Review ST AB 10, 112801 (2007)

S. T. Boogert et al., Physical Review ST AB 13, 122801 (2010)

Stephen	Gibson	– Introduction	to	Optics	– CAS	Beam	Instrumentation,	6	June	2018	 8

e- laserwires:	ATF2	results

8Stephen	Gibson	– Application	of	Lasers	in	Beam	Instrumentation	– CAS	BI,	8	June	2018	

was used to fit a pair of horizontal and vertical scans
simultaneously to determine both σex and σey. The hori-
zontal scan is shown in Fig. 18 with both the Gaussian and
overlap integral models for comparison.

Importantly, theextracted horizontal size isconsiderably
different from that found using the Gaussian model, which
if incorrectly used to deconvolve the vertical laserwire
scansyieldsan inaccuratevertical electron beam size. It had
originally been envisioned that a single horizontal scan
could be used to deconvolveall thevertical laserwire scans
for a given measurement period (such as an 8-hour
experimental shift). Even with adjustments made to the
vertical beam size that would affect the horizontal size, the
deconvolution was expected to be relatively insensitive to
the horizontal size. However, even with changes in hori-
zontal sizeof afew percent, thisproved to beuntenableand

so horizontal and vertical scans were made each time for a
complete measurement.

4. Smallest vertical scan

The electron beam optics were manipulated to minimize
the electron beam size at the LWIP as measured by the
laserwire. The laserwire scansshown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20
are thevertical and horizontal laserwire scans, respectively,
that were analyzed together and constitute the smallest
vertical electron beam profile measured. These were
recorded with an electron bunch population of 0.51
0.05× 1010 e− .

The measured vertical electron beam size was
1.07þ 0.06

−0.06ðstatÞ 0.05ðsysÞμm and the horizontal beam
sizewas119.0þ 2.4

−2.4ðstatÞ 0.01ðsysÞμm. Theanalysis was
performed using Minuit minimization software using a
weighted least squares method that allowed for asymmet-
rical uncertainties using the Minos algorithm [21]. The
systematic uncertainties were found by calculating the
standard deviation of the fit parameters from randomly
sampling the laser parameters from the M2 model analysis
with their associated uncertainties. Thecalculated laserwire
signal from the fit as a function of vertical and horizontal
chamber positions is shown in Fig. 21. This shows that the
vertical scan reachesalower signal level than thehorizontal
scan at the edges of the scan, which can also be seen in
Figs. 19 and 20.

5. Quadrupole scan

The laserwire was used to profile the electron beam
throughout a quadrupole scan of the vertically focusing
quadrupole immediately before the LWIP, QM14FF. The
magnet current was varied from −80 A to −104 A in 3 A
steps. At each point, a short range, low sample number
vertical scan was performed to vertically center the laser

FIG. 18. Comparison of Gaussian and overlap integral models
for the horizontal laserwire scan.

FIG. 19. Nonlinear step size laserwire scan with the smallest
measured electron beam size.

FIG. 20. The corresponding horizontal laserwire scan for the
smallest vertical scan, which was required for the combined
analysis.

L. J. NEVAY et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 072802 (2014)
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C. Electron beam character ization

At the start of laserwire operations, the laserwire
electron beam optics were set and the trajectory of the
electron beam adjusted to quadrupole centers. After this,
the dispersion and coupling were measured and corrected
using the Flight Simulator software by changing the
damping ring frequency in 1 kHz steps over a range of
5 kHz. This was repeated several times to accurately
correct coupling and dispersion. The measured residual
dispersion at the LWIP was DðxÞ¼ 4.215 0.515 mm
and DðyÞ¼ 0.095 0.023 mm. This is acceptable and
should make a negligible contribution to the vertical
electron beam size, given the energy spread of the
electron beam at the ATF2.

The emittance of the extracted electron beam in the
ATF2 can be measured either using wire scanners or the
multi-OTR system (mOTR) [19]. Measuring the emittance
using the wire scanners during laserwire operations is
impractical due to time constraints. During early 2013,
the mOTR system was being upgraded and was not
available for use during laserwire operations.

D. Alignment

To achieve collisions between the laser and electron
beams, they must be spatially and temporally overlapped.
Both of these functions were achieved using the OTR
screen as an alignment tool.

1. Laser alignment

Before operations, the laser beam must be precisely
aligned to the center of the laserwire lens as well as
perpendicularly to the vacuum window and lens assembly
to ensure the diffraction limited focused spot size is

achieved. The low power alignment laser was first used
without the laserwire lens. The two mirrors before the
LWIP were adjusted such that the back reflection from the
vacuum window overlapped with the incoming laser beam
back to itssource. A mounted mirror was then placed in the
kinematic laserwire lens mount and the angle of the mount
adjusted until the reflected laser beam also overlapped the
incoming laser beam. This ensured the lens and window
were parallel to each other and that no optical aberrations
were introduced, as these would increase the focused spot
size. The alignment was verified with the main laser beam
at low power. After thisprocedure, themirror was removed
from the lens mount and the laserwire lens was replaced.

2. Spatial alignment

During access periods before operation, the laser was
operated at low pulse energy and attenuated heavily so as
not to cause damage to the OTR screen. The OTR screen
was moved vertically to find the point where it intercepted
the laser focus as observed in the post-LWIP optical
system. The manual micrometers were adjusted to position
theOTR screen along thex axisso that thevertical distance
required to occlude the laser beam was minimized, ensur-
ing that it wascenterd at the laser focus in thex dimension.
During experimental shifts, with the OTR screen set to the
vertical reference position, the laserwire vacuum chamber
was then scanned vertically until the electron beam was
intercepted (theOTR screen arm moveswith thechamber).
When thescreen intercepts theelectron beam brehmstraah-
lung radiation is produced that is detected by the wire
scanner detector behind the laserwire detector. The cham-
ber was aligned to the point where half the maximum

FIG. 13. Measured brehmstraahlung radiation as a function of
vertical chamber position with the OTR screen at the laser focus
reference position. The red dashed line shows the chosen align-
ment position.

FIG. 12. Calculated projected vertical sigma for the laser as
well as the two axes of propagation at the LWIP. The distance is
zeroed about theminimum of theprojected vertical sizewherethe
laser is most intense and the Cherenkov signal greatest.
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Electron Linac – Laser Wire Scanner

• First tests at SLAC in 90’s

• Intense R&D for Linear collider studies

R. Alley et al, NIM A 379 (1996) 363 & P. Tenenbaum et al, SLAC-PUB-8057, 1999

H. Sakai et al., Physical Review ST AB 4 (2001) 022801 & ST AB 6 (2003) 092802

I. Agapov, G. A. Blair, M. Woodley, Physical Review ST AB 10, 112801 (2007)

S. T. Boogert et al., Physical Review ST AB 13, 122801 (2010)
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was used to fit a pair of horizontal and vertical scans
simultaneously to determine both σex and σey. The hori-
zontal scan is shown in Fig. 18 with both the Gaussian and
overlap integral models for comparison.

Importantly, theextracted horizontal size isconsiderably
different from that found using the Gaussian model, which
if incorrectly used to deconvolve the vertical laserwire
scansyieldsan inaccuratevertical electron beam size. It had
originally been envisioned that a single horizontal scan
could be used to deconvolveall thevertical laserwire scans
for a given measurement period (such as an 8-hour
experimental shift). Even with adjustments made to the
vertical beam size that would affect the horizontal size, the
deconvolution was expected to be relatively insensitive to
the horizontal size. However, even with changes in hori-
zontal sizeof afew percent, thisproved to beuntenableand

so horizontal and vertical scans were made each time for a
complete measurement.

4. Smallest vertical scan

The electron beam optics were manipulated to minimize
the electron beam size at the LWIP as measured by the
laserwire. The laserwire scansshown in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20
are thevertical and horizontal laserwire scans, respectively,
that were analyzed together and constitute the smallest
vertical electron beam profile measured. These were
recorded with an electron bunch population of 0.51
0.05× 1010 e− .

The measured vertical electron beam size was
1.07þ 0.06

−0.06ðstatÞ 0.05ðsysÞμm and the horizontal beam
sizewas119.0þ 2.4

−2.4ðstatÞ 0.01ðsysÞμm. Theanalysis was
performed using Minuit minimization software using a
weighted least squares method that allowed for asymmet-
rical uncertainties using the Minos algorithm [21]. The
systematic uncertainties were found by calculating the
standard deviation of the fit parameters from randomly
sampling the laser parameters from the M2 model analysis
with their associated uncertainties. Thecalculated laserwire
signal from the fit as a function of vertical and horizontal
chamber positions is shown in Fig. 21. This shows that the
vertical scan reachesalower signal level than thehorizontal
scan at the edges of the scan, which can also be seen in
Figs. 19 and 20.

5. Quadrupole scan

The laserwire was used to profile the electron beam
throughout a quadrupole scan of the vertically focusing
quadrupole immediately before the LWIP, QM14FF. The
magnet current was varied from −80 A to −104 A in 3 A
steps. At each point, a short range, low sample number
vertical scan was performed to vertically center the laser

FIG. 18. Comparison of Gaussian and overlap integral models
for the horizontal laserwire scan.

FIG. 19. Nonlinear step size laserwire scan with the smallest
measured electron beam size.

FIG. 20. The corresponding horizontal laserwire scan for the
smallest vertical scan, which was required for the combined
analysis.
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C. Electron beam character ization

At the start of laserwire operations, the laserwire
electron beam optics were set and the trajectory of the
electron beam adjusted to quadrupole centers. After this,
the dispersion and coupling were measured and corrected
using the Flight Simulator software by changing the
damping ring frequency in 1 kHz steps over a range of
5 kHz. This was repeated several times to accurately
correct coupling and dispersion. The measured residual
dispersion at the LWIP was DðxÞ¼ 4.215 0.515 mm
and DðyÞ¼ 0.095 0.023 mm. This is acceptable and
should make a negligible contribution to the vertical
electron beam size, given the energy spread of the
electron beam at the ATF2.

The emittance of the extracted electron beam in the
ATF2 can be measured either using wire scanners or the
multi-OTR system (mOTR) [19]. Measuring the emittance
using the wire scanners during laserwire operations is
impractical due to time constraints. During early 2013,
the mOTR system was being upgraded and was not
available for use during laserwire operations.
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To achieve collisions between the laser and electron
beams, they must be spatially and temporally overlapped.
Both of these functions were achieved using the OTR
screen as an alignment tool.

1. Laser alignment

Before operations, the laser beam must be precisely
aligned to the center of the laserwire lens as well as
perpendicularly to the vacuum window and lens assembly
to ensure the diffraction limited focused spot size is

achieved. The low power alignment laser was first used
without the laserwire lens. The two mirrors before the
LWIP were adjusted such that the back reflection from the
vacuum window overlapped with the incoming laser beam
back to itssource. A mounted mirror was then placed in the
kinematic laserwire lens mount and the angle of the mount
adjusted until the reflected laser beam also overlapped the
incoming laser beam. This ensured the lens and window
were parallel to each other and that no optical aberrations
were introduced, as these would increase the focused spot
size. The alignment was verified with the main laser beam
at low power. After thisprocedure, themirror was removed
from the lens mount and the laserwire lens was replaced.

2. Spatial alignment

During access periods before operation, the laser was
operated at low pulse energy and attenuated heavily so as
not to cause damage to the OTR screen. The OTR screen
was moved vertically to find the point where it intercepted
the laser focus as observed in the post-LWIP optical
system. The manual micrometers were adjusted to position
theOTR screen along thex axisso that thevertical distance
required to occlude the laser beam was minimized, ensur-
ing that it wascenterd at the laser focus in thex dimension.
During experimental shifts, with the OTR screen set to the
vertical reference position, the laserwire vacuum chamber
was then scanned vertically until the electron beam was
intercepted (theOTR screen arm moveswith thechamber).
When thescreen intercepts theelectron beam brehmstraah-
lung radiation is produced that is detected by the wire
scanner detector behind the laserwire detector. The cham-
ber was aligned to the point where half the maximum

FIG. 13. Measured brehmstraahlung radiation as a function of
vertical chamber position with the OTR screen at the laser focus
reference position. The red dashed line shows the chosen align-
ment position.

FIG. 12. Calculated projected vertical sigma for the laser as
well as the two axes of propagation at the LWIP. The distance is
zeroed about theminimum of theprojected vertical sizewherethe
laser is most intense and the Cherenkov signal greatest.
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Electron Linac – ’Shintake monitor’ 

Tsumoru Shintake, “ Proposal of a nanometer beam size monitor for e+e-

linear collider”, Nuclear Instruments and methods in Physics Research A311 
(1992) 453

• Measuring nanometer beam size 
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Electron Linac – ’Shintake monitor’ 
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(1992) 453

• Measuring nanometer beam size 
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Conclusions

• High brightness beam demands particular 
diagnostics techniques in order to measure 
very small transverse emittance (<1 mm-
mrad)

• Not-intercepting diagnostics are recommended 
in most cases

• Some diagnostics are already state of the art

• Some others are still on-development 
developing

• An exciting field!
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• Thank you for your attention, and be 
ready for the Longitudinal diagnostics 
tomorrow !
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Spectral Brightness for photons

Photons/ (s mm2 mrad2 0.1% of 
bandwidth)

• The term ‘spectral brightness’ best
describes a photon source, i.e. the
intensity per unit source size and
divergence in a given bandwidth

• J. Synchrotron Rad. (2005). 12, 385
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High brightness beams

Machine ESS LHC FCC-hh DLS FCC-ee CLIC

Particle type H+ H+ H+ e- e- e-

Energy (GeV) 2 7000 50000 3 45 1500

Intensity (mA) 62.5 600 500 500 1450

Rep. rate (Hz) 14 - - - - 50

Pulse length (ms) 2.86 - - - - 0.0002

nx / ny (m.rad) 1 / 1 1.2 / 1.2 1.2 / 1.2 10 / 2.10-2 10-4 / 10-6 10-4 / 10-6



Transverse Diagnostics
for measuring instabilities
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Transverse instability monitoring 

Collection from other lectures
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Instability triggering

From Booster in 70’s

Very long pulses – 100ns
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Transverse instability monitoring 

A wideband 180º hybrid calculates the sum 
and difference of a pair of stripline BPM 
electrodes.

Signals are directly digitised with a fast 
(>10GSPS) oscilloscope.

Originally planned
for chromaticity 
measurement 
(H-T phase shift), 
but excitation 
amplitude too 
large for regular 
operation.

Now primarily used 
for measuring
intra-bunch 
instabilities.

∑ ∆  

Tunnel

Digitizer

0

0 0

180

180° Hybrid

Gallery

∑ ∆  

BEAM

WIDEBAND 

180º HYBRID 

(MACOM H-9)LONG STRIPLINE 

BPM

FAST 

DIGITIZER

(>10GSPS

)

SHORT 

7/8” 

COAXIAL 

CABLES
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Transverse instability monitoring 

Looking at the beginning of an instability on Large Hadron Collider 

The rise time is defined as the time taken for the amplitude of the envelope 
to increase by: e1 ≈ 2.7.
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Transverse instability monitoring 

The LHC BBQ system is most sensitive instrument available for detecting 
transverse oscillations. Instability detection can be performed by looking at 
the growth in BBQ amplitude spectrum. Initial developments of algorithm by 
J. Ellis. Since 2015 the algorithm has been running online in the LHC (FPGA 
implementation).

Triggers

Three moving average 
filters of different 
lengths are applied to 
r.m.s. input signal.

If the condition:

σshort > σmedium > σlong

is exceeded for a 
certain number of turns 
the trigger is fired.

Works reasonably but 
still being tuned in order 
to be robust against 
injection transients, 
abort gap cleaning 
excitation, …
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Transverse instability monitoring Stripline BPM

L

τ=2L/c
BUNCH
PROFILE

NOTCHES IN
FREQ. RESPONSE

^
|ZT|

ω

…

ZT

f=1/(2τ)

Notches can be removed gating on the initial pulse 

in the time domain and discarding second pulse. 

Frequency response is then limited by the BPM 

structure, feed-throughs, etc.

NB: This requires long BPM and adequate bunch 

spacing to avoid mixing of the two pulses from the 

same or subsequent bunches.

LHC BPLX 
L=40cm, τ=2.6ns

G. Kotzian [1]

SPS BPCL 
L=60cm, τ=4.0nsshort or load

BEAM
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Instability triggering

MODE 0

MODE 1

MODE 2

MODE 3

MODE 4

From LHC in 2018


